Unprecedented Two-Dimensional Polymers of Mn(II) with TCNQ- \(^{-}\) (TCNQ = 7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane)
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The concept of combining in one “hybrid” the special properties of individual inorganic and organic components is a topic of major interest in the materials community. In one approach, researchers are coassembling transition metal spin centers and organonitrile radicals into covalent networks, efforts that have unearthed extraordinary materials including highly metallic polymers of Cu with DCNQI (DCNQI = \(N=N^{'-}\)-dicyano-quinonediimine), \(^{3}\) an electrically bistable material of Cu with TCNQ (TCNQ = 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane), \(^{4}\) and a bulk ferromagnet of V with TCNE (TCNE = tetracyanoethene). \(^{5}\) With the exception of the DCNQI systems, however, X-ray structures of these intriguing compounds have not been obtained. Clearly, the main obstacle to be overcome in this chemistry is rapid precipitation of the products, which are typically far too insoluble to allow for recrystallization.

As part of our investigation into the use of homoleptic acetonitrile cations as precursors for new materials, we discovered that the compounds \([\text{Mn(CH}_3\text{CN)}_6]_2\text{[BF}_4\text{]}_2\) (M = Fe, Mn, Co, and Ni) react with 2 equiv of \([\text{Bu}_4\text{N}]\text{[TCNQ]}\) in CH\(_2\text{CN}\) to yield microcrystalline products. \(^{7}\) While attempting to grow single crystals of the Mn compound, it was found that two entirely different products are formed in the presence of MeOH. Herein we report the X-ray structures, infrared spectra, and magnetism of two novel metallopolymers in which manganese ions are involved in unprecedented arrangements with ligands derived from \([\text{TCNQ}^-]^{-}\).

Rapid mixing of methanolic solutions of \([\text{Mn(MeCN)}_6]_2\text{[BF}_4\text{]}_2\) and \([\text{Bu}_4\text{N}]\text{[TCNQ]}\) instantaneously yields a purple microcrystalline solid formulated as \([\text{Mn(TCNQ)}_2\text{(MeOH)}_2]^{-}\). \(^{8}\) Slow diffusion of the parent compounds in MeOH leads to blue triniclinic parallelepipeds of \([\text{Mn(TCNQ)}_2\text{(MeOH)}_2]^{-}\). \(^{(1)}\) (TCNQ\(^{-}\)–TCNQ\(^{-}\) = \(\sigma\)-dimeredized \([\text{TCNQ}^-]^{-}\) are formed. \(^{(1)}\) A crystallographic study revealed that \(I\) is composed of a 2-D network of six-coordinate Mn(II) ions equatorially bound to the four outer nitrile groups of the unusual \([\text{TCNQ}^-\text{TCNQ}^-]^{-}\) ligand (Figure 1). The tetradentate di- anion is non-planar which leads to a staircase motif, with each “step” consisting of infinite chains of Mn(II) ions joined by 12-membered metallacyclic rings involving cis-nitriles that lie in the same plane. A labeled diagram of a portion of I is given in Figure 2a, and a packing diagram of the layers is depicted in Figure 2b. The novel 2-D structure is stabilized by extensive interlayer hydrogen bonding that involves axial MeOH ligands and interstitial MeOH molecules situated between the layers (linear \(O1\cdots O2 = 2.629\ \text{Å}\) and bent \(O1\cdots O2' = 2.983\ \text{Å}\)).

Purple mononuclear complexes of \([\text{Mn(TCNQ)}\text{TCNQ}^-\text{TCNQ}_0.5\] (MeOH))\(_2\) \(^{(2)}\) are formed by slow diffusion of the reactants in a MeOH/MeCN mixture. \(^{10a}\) Crystals of \(2\) also exhibit a 2-D structure, but in this case the Mn(II) centers are coordinated to tetradentate \([\text{TCNQ}^-\text{TCNQ}^-\text{TCNQ}^-]^{-}\) and bidentate \([\text{TCNQ}^-]^{-}\) ligands (Figure 3a); the latter act as bridging ligands through the 1,2-dicyano positions with the two unligated N\(_N\)C groups pointing outward from the edges of the zig-zag layers towards axial MeOH ligands in the adjacent layers (N3\cdots O2A = 2.834 (8) \(\text{Å}\) and N4\cdots O1A = 2.846 (8) \(\text{Å}\)). These hydrogen bonds serve to stabilize a densely packed, interdigitated arrangement of layers as shown in Figure 3b.

The importance of the current X-ray structures lies in the fact that they are not only the second and third crystallographically determined binary materials of TCNQ since their discovery in 1962. \(^{11a}\) Prior to the present results, the only related structurally characterized example is \([\text{Ag}(\mu_2\text{TCNQ})]^{-}\), which consists of tetrahedral Ag(I) ions bridged by spiral columns of \(\mu_2\text{-[TCNQ]}^-\) groups that stack at \(\sim 3.5\ \text{Å}\) along the \(a\) axis. \(^{12a}\) There are several known complexes of Mn(II) with TCNQ behaving as a ligand, \(^{13,14}\) but the only extended structure is a 1-D polymer of Mn with [TCNQ\(^{-}\)]\(^{-}\) bridges and Schiff base ligands. \(^{13b}\) To our knowledge, however, there are no structures of coordination compounds with [TCNQ\(^{-}\)]\(^{-}\) ligands. In fact, that [TCNQ\(^{-}\)–TCNQ\(^{-}\)]\(^{-}\} entity has only been documented three previous times and in these instances it behaves as an outer-sphere anion. \(^{14}\) The \(C^-\) bonds of \(1.659(10)\) and \(1.635(10)\) \(\text{Å}\) (\(f\cdots f\) in Figure 1) that join the [TCNQ\(^{-}\)] units in \(I\) and \(2\) are long, but obviously significant since the C atoms involved are

\(^{(9)}\) The products, formulated as \([\text{Mn(TCNQ)}_2\text{(MeOH)}_2]^{-}\), undergo a transition to a bulk ferromagnet at \(T \leq 50\ \text{K}\). A powder pattern of the Ni product indexed as \(a = 12.108\ \text{Å}, b = 12.108\ \text{Å}, c = 8.537\ \text{Å}, \beta = 90^\circ\), \(V = 1251\ \text{Å}^3\) for \(F_{2p}\).  
essentially tetrahedral. The similarity of all the distances in the rings and the significant lengthening of the C=C bond in the planar exocyclic C=C(CN)2 groups support the aromatic resonance structure for [TCNQ−TCNQ]2− depicted in Figure 1. The corresponding metric parameters for the 1,1′-µ2-[TCNQ]− ligand in 2 are in accord with data reported for other structures containing [TCNQ]−.15

The position of the ν(C≡N) modes is useful for assigning charge as well as predicting stacking modes in TCNQ− salts.7,16 IR data for metal-bound TCNQ ligands are complicated by the fact that ν(C≡N) stretches can shift to higher energies if the TCNQ acts primarily as a σ-donor or to lower energies if there is significant metal to TCNQ π-backbonding. As an alternative, the δ(C−H) mode was examined, which proved to be very useful for detecting the two structural variations of [TCNQ]− in 1 and 2.15,18,19 The IR spectrum of 1 exhibits a δ(C−H) mode at 806 cm−1 in accord with the presence of only [TCNQ−TCNQ]−; whereas, the spectrum of 2 revealed an absorption at 825 cm−1 ([TCNQ]−) and 802 cm−1 ([TCNQ−TCNQ]2−).17,19 These assignments will prove to be useful for identifying the presence of α-dimerized [TCNQ]− in the numerous metal/TCNQ materials for which X-ray data is unavailable.

The diamagnetic [TCNQ−TCNQ]2− units serve to magnetically isolate the $S = \frac{1}{2}$ Mn(II) spin centers, as evidenced by the Curie behavior of 1 between 5 and 300 K ($\mu_{eff} = \sim 5.9$ BM).20 Compound 2 exhibits Curie−Weiss behavior over the same temperature range and a higher moment ($\mu_{eff} = \sim 6.9$ BM), which corresponds to the presence of one [TCNQ]− radical per Mn(II) ion. Compelling evidence for the importance of the α-dimerized [TCNQ]− in preventing magnetic coupling of spins throughout the solid comes from data obtained for a phase prepared from the same starting complexes in MeCN. This compound exhibits a ferromagnetic transition at $\sim 50$ K and displays one δ(C−H) bend at 827 cm−1 assignable to [TCNQ]− but no feature near 800 cm−1 where the δ(C−H) of [TCNQ−TCNQ]2− has been found to occur (vide supra). Full details of the products of Mn(II) and other 3d metals with [TCNQ]− in acetonitrile will appear in due course.21
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(19) IR data (in cm−1): ν(C≡N), δ(C−H), (Nujol, KB): for TCNQ− 2222 vs, 860 m; for [Bu4N][TCNQ] 2189 vs, 2158 s, 825 m; for [Bu4N]−[TCNQ] 2149 vs, 2100 vs, br, 2066 m, 816 m.

(20) Magnetic susceptibility data were collected on a Quantum Design, Model MPMS, superconducting quantum interference device between 5 and 320 K at a field of 1000 G.